**ETHIOPIA OPERATION**

**BAMBA SI - CAMP PROFILE**

**Camp Overview**

- **Office**: Assosa
- **Longitude**: 34.78
- **Latitude**: 9.78
- **Opening Year**: 2012
- **Admin Level 1**: Benishangul-Gumuz
- **Admin Level 2**: Assosa
- **Admin Level 3**: Bambasi
- **Camp Manager**: ARRA

**Implementing Agencies (15)**

- UN-UNICEF, PI, UN-UNHCR, ARRA, DICAC and NRC
- IRC, RoDO, UN-UNICEF, ARRA and LWF
- RoDO, PI, UN-IOM, UN-UNHCR and LWF
- UN-UNICEF, ARRA and NRC
- IRC, UN-UNHCR and ARRA
- UN-UNICEF, Pi and UN-UNHCR
- AICS, LWF and NRDEP
- UN-UNHCR and LWF
- UN-UNHCR and ARRA
- AICS and GIA
- UN-WFP and ARRA
- UN-UNHCR and ARRA
- IRC and UN-UNICEF
- ARRA
- UN-UNHCR
- ANE
- UN-UNHCR

**Humanitarian Response**

- **Indicator**: % of persons of concern registered on an individual basis
- **Performance**: 100
- **Impact**: 100
- **Current**: 100

---

**Demography | November-2020**

- **16,713 Biometrically Registered**

**POPULATION BY STATUS**

- **99.95% Refugees**
- **0.05% Asylum Seekers**
- **0.0% Other Of Concern**

**AGE BREAKDOWN**

- **60+**: 1.53%
- **50-59**: 1.6%
- **45-49**: 1.2%
- **35-44**: 10.17%
- **25-34**: 5.42%
- **18-24**: 4.76%
- **12-17**: 7.77%
- **05-11**: 13.08%
- **00-04**: 12.66%
- **00-04**: 10.48%

**EDUCATION AGE BREAKDOWN**

- **15-18**: 4.48%
- **17-18**: 4.21%
- **03-06**: 12.25%
- **12-13**: 8.78%

**TOP 3 NATIONALITIES**

- **Sudanese**: 18,217
- **South Sudanese**: 34
- **Congolese (DRC)**: 19

---

The boundaries and names shown, and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The data is based on reports and can be considered as indicative. For more information, please contact Stanyslas Matayo UNHCR Information Management Officer at the following email address matayo@unhcr.org.